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NOVA

HEAVY DUTY

Model NH25A2B1
Nova H/D, medium back, tilt, arms,
chrome base.
Seat height
Seat depth
Seat width
Back height (high)
Back height (medium)

Nova was designed for such an environment. Developed to withstand hours of
punishing hard work, Nova does not
compromise on ergonomics or comfort.
Using Sturdy Framac’s heavy-duty alpha
mechanism and heavy duty magnum
base, Nova components are designed to
take the load.

420 - 520
460
510
510
430

All dimensions are approximate (mm).

For those environments where you can sit for
extended periods, Nova can be optioned with Ergosit multi density cushioning system to reduce pressure points
on the buttocks, thereby reducing the occurrence of ‘pins and
needles to the legs’ and promoting a healthy posture.

Options
Option codes must be placed in alphabetical order after
chair code.

A2

Moulded loop arms

A5

Height adjustable arms

B1

Polished base

C5

Glides

D1

Polished footring (standard lift)

D2

Polished footring (high lift)

E

Ergo-sit cushion

SS

Slide seat

L6

With a slide seat option and a wider seat than
the average task chair, nova gives you that
little extra.

Not all models have
AFRDI certiﬁcation.
AFRDI certiﬁcates for
select models available
upon request.

Description

Code

Nova medium back, non-tilt, no arms
Nova medium back, tilt, no arms
Nova medium back, IND tilt, no arms
Nova medium back drafting, non tilt, no arms
Nova medium back drafting, tilt, no arms
Nova high back, non-tilt, no arms
Nova high back, tilt, no arms
Nova high back IND tilt, no arms
Nova H/D, medium back, tilt,
arms, standard base

Nova H/D, medium back, tilt,
arms, standard base

NH20
NH25
NH26
NH20D1
NH25D1
NH30
NH35
NH36

Sturdy Framac pursue a policy of continuous improvement and reserve the right to introduce modiﬁcation when required and to withdraw models without previous notiﬁcation.
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